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Q U E ST T A R O T. c o m

Wunjo, Wynn or W This rune means joy. For
some this can be an elusive state of being. Joy
is achieved by putting your self into a state of
balance. Letting yourself be in harmony with
yourself.
Fehu, Feo, Peoh or P This rune represents the
power to create wealth and prosperity on the
physical plane. It can also mean a payment
about to be made. Fehu is all about
humankind taking control of the natural
process.
Uruz, Ur or U When you get this rune it
represents inner strength and healing. This
power is never controlled. The power of Uruz
can help bring success that includes others.
Thurisaz, Dorn, Thorn or Th This rune can
indicate a sudden change of events. News from
afar may be arriving soon. Things are about to
change. The three sides of the rune shape
represent three states of our life; mind, body,
spirit.
Ansuz, As or Ansure Considered the God
Rune this special symbol carries with it the
divine breath of force. No matter how hard
things get this rune remains strong and stable.
This rune talks of the divine ancient force.
Raidho, Rit, Radh or R This wheel is about
ritual turning. The movement of this circle
focuses energy into a powerful beam that
enables us to be in the perfect situation at the
perfect time.
Kenaz, Kan, Ken or K This rune is passion
and illumination. It is the channeling of desire
into a new form. Consider this rune as a
driving force in the creation of life itself. Your
relationships both romantic or business will go
well.
Hagalaz, Hagall or H This rune takes many
elements from the past and forms them into
something new and solid in the now This
runes influence does not come from the
seekers wants or desires.
Sowulo, Sigil or S This rune represents the
strength of the sun. It is a life bringer. The sun
is the grand illuminator bringing its bright rays
into the dark cracks. This rune symbol is direct
and straightforward in its approach.
Isa, Is or I Literally this rune means “ice.” In
winter times we retreat to warmer, safer places.
Just like the iceberg, what is seen on the
surface is just a small part of what lies beneath.
Ice is like a gemstone but only for a time.
Jera, Jara or Ger, The Wheel of Fortune Card.
The meaning of this rune is “year” or “season.”
This is the representation of a cycle; its four
sided form with a pole going through it, shows
the precision of the four seasons.
Naudhiz, Not, Nyd or N The words need and
necessity are crossed on this rune. The crossed
lines are those of two pieces of kindling wood.
This wood starts the fire. It is the beginning of
the knowledge of how to make fire.

Teiwaz, Tyr or Tewax or T This rune
represents the personal sacrifices necessary to
move forward toward a successful life. You will
need to make an oblation, either to yourself or
to another in order to proceed.
Berkana, Bar, Ba, Beorc or B The symbol on
the rune actually represents the breasts of the
Earth Mother. The time is one when the land
is barren and icy. It is a time of retreat before
new beginnings have a chance.
Laguz, Lagu or L Flowing water is deeply
connected to this rune. Think of the
movement of the tides. They go in and out
and in again. This rune is about the natural
flow of energy in life. Like water, energy will
move around
Elhaz Eiwaz or Eloh This mighty rune repels
evil simply by its presence. It is a strong
weapon against evil and protects its holder.
This rune will give protection to the holder as
well as his property. You gain support.
Yr or Irr This rune represents the wrong path
in life. When this rune shows up it means that
you are about to make an error. In your
dealings you will be “off the mark.” It can
mean missed objectives. You may be the
victim.
Eihwaz, Eoh, Eh or E This rune actually
means “horse.” Imagine its shape as linking
different levels of reality. This is the conduit on
which you can travel between degrees of joy
and happiness. Journey on the earth is charged
with peril.
Othala, Odal, Othal or O In this place you
find your hearts desire secure from the outside
world. By going to this special place you find
your thoughts protected from the outside
world. Take time here to find the magical
truth.
Gebo or G This rune actually means “the gift.”
Just as the sun gives its life giving rays as a gift
to the earth, so does this rune signify the way
the universe will continually give to us just
what we need. Like the sun, this rune is full of
energy.
Perdhro, Peorth or P Possibly the closest
meaning for this rune is “secret.” It refers to
the mysteries of our life that we have yet to be
revealed to us. This rune has a strong
connection with divination and fortune telling.
Gebo This is an addition form of the rune
Gebo. As you may know, the runes take many
forms throughout history. This rune actually
means “the gift.” Just as the sun gives its life
giving rays as a gift to the earth.
Daeg, Dagaz, or D It represents the end of
one cycle and the beginning of a new one. It is
a rune that means change. A multiphased
mirror to the Fool card. A bridge to a new
reality.

